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VOCABULARY SCOPE AND SEQUENCE
Below is a list of key vocabulary words that appear in the Phonics Launch texts. Knowledge Building 
and Story Words are listed next to each title. Some of the words are defined within the text; these 
may be left as opportunities for students to use vocabulary strategies to define during reading.

Consider introducing three to five of these or other words prior to reading using the  
following procedure: 

1. Provide a student-friendly definition.
2. Connect the word to something students already know.
3. Define how the word is used in the text.
4.  Have students turn to a partner and use the word in a sentence and/or give examples of  

the word.

When determining which words to introduce, consider students’ background knowledge,  
experiences, and oral vocabulary. 

Graphic organizers are provided to support students’ vocabulary development throughout the 
lessons. These may be used during centers or independent work time. You can download them  
from pioneervalleybooks.com/phonicslaunch-resources. 

LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

1 Tab the Cat Matt, jam, bath

2 Kit and Jim Jim fish, fig, dish

3 Wag Digs pit, bin

4 It Is Hot too, rock

5 Nuts for Tuck hole, oh no, yuck

6 Wake Up, Tom Tom, napping, wake

7 The Mess outside, oh no, pick

8 A Pet for Sam pet shop, dollars

9 Hot Dogs for Tim hungry, cook, fire, too, oh no

10 Max and the Bug hut, buzz, taking
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LESSON TITLE KNOWLEDGE BUILDING/STORY WORDS

11 The Wolf and the Pig den, hungry, pigpen 

12 The Big Egg lay, pen, crack

13 Shay’s Pirate Ship hut, door, pirates, shed, wheel, house, sheet, show

14 The Penguin Chicks Mother, Father, eggshells, cheep, hungry, chew, chilly

15 Thunder tail, ears, boom, hear, under, Thora, outside, hide,  
kissed, thumped

16 Chimps shy, monkey, tails, thumb, chew, mother, lies

17 A Moth for Seth inchworm, jar, butterfly, leaves, mesh, ate, upside down

18 Baby Lamb Is Lost hungry, chewed, peach, cheep, baaa, Mother Sheep, hush

19 The Skunk blue, sky, skirt, way, home

20 Snip-Snap lily pad, hungry, snack, ate, snail, snake

21 A Home for a Crab crow, ahhh, crane, boo-hoo, cried, cry

22 The Class Trip beach, cliff, game, clue, claw, bird, climbed

23 Quack and the Chicks Mother Hen, barn, hungry, hatch, cluck, peck

24 Rusty Plays Ping-Pong house, doorbell, time, please, three, idea, team, bang


